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Attention Scholars, Collectors, Librarians et al.:

Announcing a special sale of the following overstocked issues of BYU Studies.

*Purchase each issue for one dollar, each complete volume for three dollars.*

After 1 August 1990 prices will return to normal.

___ Vol. 7, no. 2 Joseph Stalin and Mao Tse-tung
___ Vol. 9, no. 1 Inspired version of the Bible
___ Vol. 9, no. 4 Mormon politics in Ohio; sacrifice and Book of Abraham
___ Vol. 10, no. 1 Chiasmus in Book of Mormon; Egyptian papyri
___ Vol. 10, no. 2 David O. McKay; Christ in Japan; William Wordsworth
___ Vol. 10, no. 3 Anthon transcript; Dogberry papers; Colesville Branch
___ Vol. 13, no. 2 Priesthood reform movement; Whitmer farm
___ Vol. 19, no. 2 Vilate Kimball’s Martyrdom letters; Joseph Fielding
___ Vol. 19, no. 3 Lewis Bidamon; William Weeks, Nauvoo Temple architect
___ Vol. 19, no. 4 B. H. Roberts and Book of Mormon
___ Vol. 22, no. 1 William Law, dissenter; English courts and polygamy
___ Vol. 22, no. 2 Emmeline B. Wells; statement on MX in perspective
___ Vol. 22, no. 3 Joseph Smith and Manchester library
___ Vol. 22, no. 4 Reopening Mexican mission; Wasp, Nauvoo newspaper

*Complete volume*

___ Vol. 23, no. 1 Joseph/Hyrum Smith funeral sermon; Dead Sea Scrolls
___ Vol. 23, no. 2 Martin Luther, in remembrance; Danites in western novels
___ Vol. 23, no. 3 John Taylor Nauvoo Journal
___ Vol. 23, no. 4 Chartering Kirtland Bank; Saints and San Francisco quake

*Complete volume*

___ Vol. 24, no. 1 Lehi’s record; Martyrdom reported in Wales by Dan Jones
___ Vol. 24, no. 2 Young Heber J. Grant; treaty/covenant pattern
___ Vol. 24, no. 3 Lorenzo Snow’s Iowa journal; plans for the trek west
___ Vol. 24, no. 4 American treasure hunting; Joseph Smith, Palmyra seer

*Complete volume*

___ Vol. 25, no. 1 Special issue on war and peace
___ Vol. 25, no. 2 Novels of Nephi Anderson; J. S. Bach, in remembrance
___ Vol. 25, no. 3 Joseph Smith and Gospel of Matthew; frontier verse
___ Vol. 25, no. 4 Commemorative issue on Spencer W. Kimball

*Complete volume*

___ Vol. 26, no. 1 Special issue on social sciences
___ Vol. 26, no. 2 The Church in Missouri, part 1
___ Vol. 26, no. 3 The Church in Missouri, part 2
___ Vol. 26, no. 4 Legislative antipolygamy campaign; Church creed

*Complete volume*

___ Vol. 27, no. 1 Commemoration of the British Mission, part 1
___ Vol. 27, no. 2 Commemoration of the British Mission, part 2

Send your order, with payment, to

BYU Studies
1102 JKHB, BYU
Provo, Utah 84602